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Finance Report – Tim Briercliffe 

Bookkeeper Report 

Since the start of 2020 the bookkeeping has been managed by Lighthouse Accounting 
Services Ltd and AIPH no longer uses the services of the former bookkeeper, Kirkpatrick & 
Hopes due to declining service levels. 

Mr. Paul Basham from Lighthouse Accounting Services also acts in a kind of Finance 
Director role for AIPH.  He has supported the establishment of AIPH UK Ltd, the opening of 
new bank accounts and ensuring we meet our financial reporting obligations in Belgium, UK 
and other areas.  Paul provided a report on his activities for the AIPH Board and this is 
available to members on request. 

2019 P&L  

Revenues 

The process of concluding the 2019 P&L has been slower than wanted due to delays from 
the previous bookkeeper, Kirkpatrick & Hopes.  However, this has now been concluded and 
is included with the annexes. 

AIPH Spring Meeting in Noordwijk did not cover costs but the annual congress in Beijing 
helped to recover these losses giving us a profit of €5,000 over the two meetings. 

IGOTY continued to make a loss.  The 2021 event is cancelled due to COVID-19 and an 
alternative model for the awards will be considered for 2022 to ensure costs are covered. 

FCI did not achieve its targets and this led to implementation of the new Business Plan for 
2020.   

It was possible to make a profit on the AIPH garden in Expo 2019 Beijing thanks to extra 
sponsorship achieved from Lodz and PERA. 

Financial guarantee - specifically the amount that will not be returned to Yokohama is added 
to P&L in the year it is received. 

Gate fee – the fees gained from Beijing and Taichung were lower than hoped but in the end 
we achieved close to budget on this. 

Expenditures 

Jury costs exceeded budget due to the high costs in transporting jury members to the Expos 
in Beijing and Taichung.  Within the new Expo Regulations these costs will be covered by 
organisers although this change will take some years to be noticed. 

Green City Committee is below budget because the costs for Audrey are now shown in staff 
salaries instead of here. 

Ornamentals Production Committee exceeded budget due to the Board decision to re-join 
the Floriculture Sustainability Initiative (FSI). 

Office expenses were higher than budgeted due to extra equipment that was purchased for 
new staff. 

Staff salaries are higher than budget due to the inclusion of Audrey Gerber’s salary and also 
the additional temporary recruitment costs for Rachel Wakefield who was brought in to cover 
the departure of Penelope Tomkins.  Also, Elena Terekhova joined during this year. 
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President fee did not exceed the amount in the AIPH policy but the difference is due to 
exchange rates as the AIPH bookkeeping is in GBP. 

Miscellaneous – this includes recruitment agency costs for Audrey Gerber. 

2020 Predicted Outcome 

Revenues 

Membership fee – higher than budgeted due to inclusion of fees for membership of the AIPH 
Flower Auction Market Group 

The Spring Meeting in Miami achieved close to break-even despite the fact that some 
delegates did not attend due to COVID-19.  However, the revenue budgeted as ‘Expo 
Conference’ has been included within the revenue for Spring Meeting and Annual Congress.  
Taking this into consideration, along with the fact that the Annual Congress will be a virtual 
event the expected profit from these events will only be about €10,000 behind budget. 

FCI – as explained in the SG report this is behind due to COVID-19.  Before COVID struck 
we were actually ahead.  Short term plans are in place to try to stimulate more sales for the 
final edition during a period when many trade shows have been cancelled. 

Financial guarantee – includes the retained portion of financial guarantees from Suncheon 
2023, Izmir 2026 and Chengdu 2024. 

License fee income above expected due to Suncheon gate fee income. 

Green City – income from funding secured from CoA Chinese Taipei for new Green City 
Guidelines. 

Expenditures 

Green City – additional spending agreed by EC to cover recruitment of Gill Ormrod and 
consultancy from Anne Jaluzot to deliver the Green City Guidelines project. 

Employers National Insurance – this now includes employment taxes from UK, France and 
50% of those for Ron van der Ploeg. 

Website – new website for AIPH and FCI approved by EC.  This is also part-funded by the 
Green City Guidelines project. 

2021 Budget Proposal 

This budget is prepared on the assumption that two Expos are approved in September 2020.  
However, we are currently expecting applications from three cities which would significantly 
increase the license fee income.  A cautious approach is taken for budgeting reasons. 

Revenues 

Expo license fee now includes the first Expo payment from Chengdu 2024 which is to be 
approved in September.  If Expo in Vietnam is also approved for 2023 then income here will 
also increase to over €700,000. 

Financial guarantee – there is also an expectation that further expos will be approved in 
2021.  However, currently only one is budgeted. 

IGOTY – assumes no income in 2021 due to cancellation for this year. 

Expenditures 
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Depreciation – includes costs of SG company car purchased in 2020. 

Committees – see Committees reports 

Staff salaries – includes budget for additional administrative/communications office support 

Website – includes budget for some ongoing development costs. 

Legal expenses – included as part of Expo regulations development will require legal input. 

Operating Reserve Target 

The original target was to achieve an operating reserve of 300,000 euros by the end of 2020.  
In reality, we expect to reach just under half this target.  However, the direction of travel for 
this is good. 

The long-term income forecast for Expo license fees (including Chengdu and Izmir but 
excluding any other unapproved Expo) for the upcoming years is as follows: 

2020 €498,500 

2021 €618,000 

2022 €951,500 

2023 €434,500 

With this in mind it is reasonable to expect the target to be achieved by the end of 2022. 

Financial Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic 

Key impacts were noted as: 

Impact 
 

Cost implication € 

Reduction in FCI advertising income 
 

-50,000 

Change of date of Qatar expo from 2021 to 2023 
 

0 

Postponement of Expo 2024 Lodz 
 

-350,000 

Delay in receiving expected Expo applications 
 

0 

Cancellation of D category trade shows 
 

-10,000 

Cancellation of Annual Congress 
 

0 

Cancellation of International Grower of the Year 2021 
 

0 

Inability to conduct international travel 
 

+5,000 

TOTAL -405,000 
 

 

The key impact is that we have lost a A1 Expo slot during this decade with the move of Expo 
Doha Qatar to 2023/24.  Other cities that may have been planning to make an application 
have also delayed their preparations (e.g. Thailand and Genoa).  However, despite the 
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pandemic we have still received three B Expo applications so the impact seems to be 
absorbed without any negative implications. 

Cash Flow Forecast 

A cash flow forecast has been provided to the Board is provided and this demonstrates a 
healthy cash situation. 


